Hospitals Pharmacies Laboratories
Day Surgeries Emergency Wards

Now you can correctly dispose of
Pharmaceutical and RCRA waste.
By law and for a better environment, healthcare
facilities across the USA must separate hazardous
and non-hazardous pharmaceutical waste.
RCRA

PHARMACEUTICAL WASTE

PHARMA

Unfortunately, however, it can often be extremely
difficult to determine which is which. This can lead
to healthcare staff ignoring the correct waste
segregation rules, resulting in an environmentally
damaging waste destruction outcome.

Did you know?
The Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) is constantly investigating
breaches of the Resource Conservation
and Recovery Act (RCRA) governing the
disposal of hazardous waste.
Infringements can result in corporate
fines of up to $37,500 for each violation
per day, as well as personal fines and/or
imprisonment for any and all involved
employees up to the CEO.

But not any more. Daniels has an easier way.

The Daniels Pharmaceutical Waste
Segregation Service

Pharmaceutical
waste experts
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Powerful segregation
software

Environmentally
responsible disposal
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Making waste segregation easy and compliant
Daniels’ waste segregation experts can equip your
healthcare organization with the knowledge and systems
that will ensure that your pharmaceutical waste is
segregated and disposed of correctly and efficiently.
We work with you to review, analyze and streamline your
pharmaceutical waste stream, and provide (and train) you
with a powerful, yet simple to use, waste classification
software system.

Pharmaceutical waste
segregation database
Our web-based, ‘Waste-ID’ database
utilizes a database of over 305,000 NDC
products, and is regularly updated to
incorporate regulatory changes. Just enter
the drug name and the system displays the correct
disposal method. We’ll install the program, train your team
and provide support. Segregating pharmaceutical waste
couldn’t be easier.

We’ll also help you to determine your hazardous (RCRA)
and non-hazardous (Pharma) waste container requirements,
and the most efficient system of pick-up and disposal.
This cost-effective, customized service will take the
guesswork and compliance risk out of your pharmaceutical
waste segregation.

Better for the environment
Correct waste segregation reduces
environmental damage, because
hazardous and non-hazardous waste
must be destroyed according to strict
environmental regulatory requirements.
Mixing waste reduces the environmental effectiveness of
the destruction process.

The secure solution for
Pharma waste

RCRA waste requires specialized
containment to ensure correct disposal.
The Daniels team will work with you to
determine the required quantity and sizes
of containers within your organization, and will
provide advice on the most effective collection and
transport options.

The reusable, environmentally-friendly
Pharmasmart container has been
specifically designed to minimize the risk
of theft or unauthorized removal of
expired or waste pharmaceuticals. The Daniels Safety Tray
prevents hand access while the container is in use, and
when it’s full, tamper-proof locks are engaged.

Reliable, dedicated
transportation

Cost-effective

Daniels provides the highest standards of
safety and service. We comply with strict
government regulations to ensure that
your waste is transported and destroyed
in a safe and environmentally responsible manner.

The Daniels pharmaceutical waste service
e
maximizes the efficiency of your waste
stream and reduces your administrative
burden by providing one point of contact
and less paperwork.
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Specialized RCRA waste
treatment and handling

To reduce the risk of illegal pharmaceutical waste
segregation in your organization, please contact your
local Daniels representative or contact us on:
Toll free: 888 952 5580
www.danielsinternational.com
Daniels supports our planet by using environmentally-friendly papers & inks.
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